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Abstract – A new, free-integration approach based upon B-spline for solving boundary value problem is introduced and 
presented in the paper, called weighted least squares B-spline collocation method. It combines high order B-spline basis 
functions with high approximation and continuity properties and weighted least squares method which is robust to deal with 
scattered or randomly knot points distribution. In addition, using appropriate designed B-spline basis function construction, 
the new approach introduces no difficulties in imposing both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in the problem 
domain. As a result, the effectiveness of the new approach is greatly enhanced with the flexibility to cope with both regular 
and irregular shaped domains. Numerical examples show the applicability and capability of the new approach for solving 
elliptic partial differential equations in arbitrary domains.     
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1. Introduction 

During the past 40 years, mesh-based methods such as finite difference, boundary element and in particular finite 
element method have becoming dominant numerical method in engineering for solving various potential problems 
in several important applications from elasticity to fluid-structure interaction (Bathe, 1996; Ohayon, 2004; Yu et 
al., 2010). Nevertheless, the use of mesh-based methods could introduce numerical difficulties in particular for 
problems involving large deformation or moving boundary problems where grid adaptivity or remeshing is 
commonly encountered. As a consequence, new meshes and projections of solution to the new meshes need to 
establish and perform frequently, which are often troublesome and time-consuming to address. In turn, this would 
degrade the quality of numerical solution pursued.  

In recent years, considerable efforts have been devoted to introduce and develop a new class of numerical 
methods which do not rely on the information of element connectivity or predefined meshes, so-called meshless 
methods. Because only a set of nodes is used to represent the whole problem domain and boundaries and also no 
any priori information on the node relationships is required for the approximation of the unknown functions of the 
potential variables, the mesh-based methods related troubles and difficulties can be efficiently addressed. 
Developments and successful applications of meshless methods can be seen, for examples, in (Leitao et al., 2007; 
Belytschko et al., 1994; Atluri and Zhu, 1998; Zhang et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2005; Boroomand et al., 2009; Liu 
and Gu, 2003; Dehghan and Ghesmati, 2010) and references therein. 

In addition, another class of numerical methods based upon B-spline basis function has been also gaining 
much attention in recent years due to the interesting characteristics of the basis function. It has been shown that B-
spline basis function poses high approximation capabilities and continuity along with compact support and locality 
properties. Hence, there have been increasingly interest and motivation in applying B-spline based methods as 
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viable numerical method in engineering (de Boor, 2001; Chui, 1988; Farin, 2002; Salomon, 2006; Hoggar, 2006; 
Hollig, 2003; Chaniotis and Poulikakos, 2004). 

While the B-spline based methods have shown their promising applications for solving the boundary value 
problems, the applications, however, are particularly limited to regular domains or regular arrangement of knot 
points, making their extensions to irregular domains rather complicated and not always straightforward to handle 
(Burla and Kumar, 2008; Botella, 2002; Jator and Sinkala, 2007; Johnson, 2005). On the other hand, meshless 
methods offer great flexibilities in handling irregular shaped domains or randomly distributed nodes, thus very 
suitable for the analysis of boundary value problems in complex shaped domains (Belytschko et al., 1994; Atluri 
and Zhu, 1998; Zhang et al., 2000).  

In the present paper, a new, free-integration approach based upon B-spline for solving boundary value problem 
is introduced, called weighted least squares B-spline collocation. It combines high order B-spline basis functions 
with high approximation and continuity properties and the weighted least squares method which is robust to deal 
with scattered or randomly points distribution. The advantage of using B-spline is that one can choose any order 
of approximation when constructing the B-spline basis functions, thus it can be designed to meet with necessary 
requirement for the problems considered. Furthermore, the utilization of weighted least squares formulation 
stabilizes the approximation of the method and further produces smooth solution in particular with respect to the 
randomly knot points distribution. Least squares method has been well-known as robust approach for function 
approximation of scattered and noisy data applied in various applications such as statistics, computer graphics, 
optimization, neural networks and meshless methods, among others (Wolberg, 2006; Haykin, 2009; Nocedal and 
Wright, 2006). 

Moreover, unlike Galerkin or collocation based meshless methods that sometimes need special treatment or 
additional term for imposing Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions (Wang and Qin, 2006; Liu and Tai, 
2006), the imposition of both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in the weighted least squares B-spline 
collocation method can be easily facilitated by choosing an appropriate B-spline basis function construction using 
the open-uniform knot vector. Using the knot vector, B-spline is efficiently designed to have Kronecker delta 
condition which is useful property for interpolation. As a result, the effectiveness of the new approach 
approximation is greatly enhanced with the flexibility to cope with both regular and irregular shaped domains. 
Numerical examples show the applicability and capability of the new approach for solving elliptic partial 
differential equations in arbitrary domains. 

2. Weighted Least Squares (WLS) Approximation Using B-Spline Basis Functions 

Consider the following functional, the square of the residual norm e: 
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Consider further the WLS approximation of u(x) defined at x which is stated as: 
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where: pT(x) is the basis function of the special coordinates which is chosen as B-spline basis functions to be 
described later, m is the number of basis functions and a(x) is a vector of coefficients to be determined. 

The residual e is now defined as: 
)()( xxe uu h −=   (3) 

Substituting (3) into (1) following by minimizing Π with respect to a and introducing further a weight matrix 
w(x) will result in:  

uwpapwp TT =   (4) 
The coefficients vector a can be obtained: 

BuAa 1−=    (5) 
where A and B are defined by: 

pwpA T=    (6) 
TwpB =    (7) 
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A is known also as weight moment matrix. Numerical experiments show that the weight moment matrix A is 
invertible for both regular and irregular distribution of knot points. Note that when the weight is chosen as unity, 
the B-spline collocation method is recovered. In addition, rather than nodes, it is working with knot points or 
simply knots. 

2.1. High order B-spline basis functions approximation and construction 
B-spline curve is a piecewise polynomial function that is connected continuously by different curve segments, 
which is contained in the convex hull of its control poly-lines. B-spline has minimal support with respect to a 
given degree, smoothness and domain partition (de Boor, 2001).  

Three important components define the B-spline curves, namely: knot vector, basis or blending functions and 
control points. Mathematically, the B-spline curve is defined along the parametric interval t as: 

( ) ( )tNt k,i

1n

1  i
i∑

+

=

= CC    (8) 

where: [Ci: i = 1, 2, . . . , n+1] are the control points, which are in general do not lie on the curve, k is the order of 
B-spline basis function, meaning that it represents the polynomial of order p = k – 1, Ni,k (t) is the normalized B-
spline basis function, which is described by the order k and a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers in the knot 
vector Ξ: [ti: i = 1, . . . , n+k+1], satisfying the Schoenberg-Whitney condition and t is the parameterized 
coordinate.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) 5th B-spline basis functions of the knot vector Ξ = [0,0,0,0,0,1/2,1,1,1,1,1] and (b) 6th B-spline basis 

functions of the knot vector Ξ = [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1]. 
 

The Cox-de Boor recursive formula is used to obtain B-spline basis functions of the intended order Ni,k (t), 
starting from the first order B-spline function as follows: 
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where ti are the elements of the knot vector previously mentioned. B-spline basis functions have the partition of 
unity property. 

Moreover, the following relationship between the total number of knots in the knot vector m, the control points 
n+1 and the order k holds: 

 
1++= knm    (11) 

Eq. (11) describes that each control point needs basis function which is in the relationship with the knots in the 
knot vector chosen. 

With all the quantities defined, the d-th derivatives of the b-spline can be computed as follows:  
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The application for higher dimensions, 2D or 3D is served by taking the tensor product of the one-dimensional 
B-splines. For 2D domain, the tensor product is defined as follows: 
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where: ( ) ( )sMtN l,jk,i and  are the B-spline basis functions of k-th and l-th orders along the parametric directions 
t and s, respectively, and Di,j is now the corresponding coefficients of the approximation. 

Fig. 1 depicts the B-spline basis functions resulted in from the knot vectors Ξ = [0,0,0,0,0,1/2,1,1,1,1,1] and Ξ 
= [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1], respectively. 

2.2. Matrix of weight w 
The weight matrix w(x) is a distance function defined as: 

( ) )( jww xxx −=   (14) 
that plays an important role in the present approach approximation. It smoothes out the approximation produced 
by giving different influences in the weight moment matrix A based upon the distance of data or knot points. The 
knot points having more distances should give smaller weights, and vice versa. 

Arbitrary weight function could be used, but according to (Leitao et al., 2007), it is desirable that the weight 
w(x-xj) be positive, continuous and smooth and having compact support that it increases monotonically as ǁx-xjǁ 
decreases. 

In the present paper, the tensor product weights based upon the cubic spline weight function are used for the 
weight matrix w(x-xj). In two-dimensional application, the tensor product weights are defined as follows: 
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in which w(r) is defined as: 
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rx and ry are the Euclidean distance along x- and y-directions, respectively, defined as:  
         jx xxr −=      

jy yyr −=     (17) 
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2.3. Handling Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions 
To deal with the application of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in the boundary value problems 
considered, the knot vector with k-multiple knots, known as the open-uniform knot vector, is chosen in the present 
study, particularly the one without mid-knot(s). Using the knot vector, B-spline is efficiently designed to have 
Kronecker delta condition which is useful property for interpolation, thus makes it easy to impose the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. The imposition of Neumann boundary conditions is also facilitated easily by the use of the 
knot vector, such as the open-uniform knot vectors Ξ = [0,0,0,0,0,1/2,1,1,1,1,1] and Ξ = [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1] 
and their corresponding basis functions in Fig. 1(a) and (b).  

3. Collocation Method for Boundary Value Problem 

Consider the following general form of a boundary value problem: 
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where Ω is the problem domain, ∂Ωh is the Dirichlet boundary, ∂Ωg is the Neumann boundary and piecewise 
smooth boundary ∂Ω = ∂Ωh U ∂Ωg. 

For Poisson equation, the following notations are introduced: L is the Laplace operator, 2∇ , Bh = 1, Bg = 
( )n/ ∂∂ , n is the vector of normal directions, whose components ni , to the Neumann boundary. Furthermore, f = 
f(x,u) is the potential function, where x ∈  Rd represents the vector of position and d is the dimension of the 
problem domain Ω, h and g are the prescribed values of the Dirichlet and Neumann BCs. 

In collocation method, the residuals are enforced to be zeros at a set of collocation points: Np is a set of 
collocation points in Ω, Nb is a set of collocation points in ∂Ωh and Nq is a set of collocation points in ∂Ωg, thus 
forming a set of discrete equations defining the boundary value problem. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Several numerical examples are presented in this section to show the capability of the present approach for 
solving boundary value problems in both regular and irregular domains. To assess the numerical performance of 
the approach, this error norm is used: 
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n is the number of collocation points, u(xi) and 
_
u (xi) represent the exact solution and the present method 

approximation, respectively.  

4.1. Poisson equation in annulus domain 

Consider the following equation: 
( ) ( )yxu πππ sinsin2 22 −=∇   (20) 

which is applied on the annulus region with the corresponding Dirichlet boundary conditions given by the exact 
solution of the Poisson equation as follows: 

( ) ( )yxu ππ sinsin=    (21) 
Fig. 2 describes the problem domain of annulus geometry with two different arrangements of knot points 

serving also as collocation points. 
The exact solution of the Poisson problem over the annulus domain is depicted in Fig. 3. Table 1 presents the 

accuracy of the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method when solving for the Poisson problem.  
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                                               (a)                                            (b)  

Fig. 2. Annulus geometry examined with: (a) regular knot points and (b) irregular knot points. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The exact solution of the Poisson problem over the annulus region (blue points represent the 
approximation results evaluated at the collocation points as in Fig. 2(a)). 

 
Table 1. Accuracy of the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method for the Poisson problem over the 

annulus domain 

Arrangement of collocation points Number of collocation points Error (En ) 

Regular 256 1.5892E-5 

Irregular 373 8.6763E-7 

4.2. Poisson equation in complex domain-I 

The following Poisson equation: 
( ) ( )yxu 21

2
2

2
1

2 exp λλλλ ++=∇   (22) 
 
is applied on the complex region-I as described in Figs. 4 and 5. The exact solution of the Poisson problem is 
given by: 
 

( )yxu 21exp λλ +=    (23) 
where λ1 and λ2 are chosen as 0.3 and 0.8, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Complex domain-I along with its knot points distribution. 
 

 
Fig. 5. The exact solution of the Poisson problem over the complex domain-I (blue points represent the 

approximation results evaluated at the collocation points). 

4.3. Poisson equation in complex domain-II 

Given the Poisson equation: 
( ) ( )yxu πππ 3sin3sin18 22 −=∇   (24) 

which is applied on the complex region-II as described in Fig. 6. The exact solution of the Poisson problem is 
given by: 

( ) ( )yxu ππ 3sin3sin=   (25) 
The accuracy of the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method in solving for the Poisson problem 

over the complex domain-II is shown in Table 3.  

 
 

Fig. 6. Complex domain-II with 260 knot points distribution. 
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Fig. 7. The exact solution of the Poisson problem over the complex domain-II (blue points represent the 

approximation results evaluated at the collocation points). 
 

 
Table 3. Accuracy of the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method for the Poisson problem over the 

complex domain-II 

Problem domain Number of collocation points Error (En ) 

Complex domain-II 

96 3.1099E-4 

260 2.7774E-5 

526 1.3217E-5 

668 1.2366E-5 

4.4. Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions 

Consider the following Poisson equation: 
( ) ( )yxu πππ coscos2 22 −=∇   (26)  

defined in Ω = [0, 1] x [0, 1] and subjected to the Dirichlet boundary condition:  
 

( ) ( ) 0oncos0 == xyy,u π   (27) 
together with the Neumann boundary conditions: 
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The corresponding exact solution is given by: 
( ) ( )yxu ππ coscos=    (29) 

 
Fig. 8 shows the application domain of the Poisson problem with both regular and irregular collocation 

points. The exact solution of the Poisson problem is further depicted in Fig. 9.  
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                                               (a)                                         (b)  

Fig. 8. Square problem domain of the Poisson equation with Dirichlet and Neumann BCs: (a) regular and (b) 
irregular collocation points.  

 

 
Fig. 9. The exact solution of the Poisson problem with Dirichlet and Neumann BCs over the square domain. 

 
The accuracies obtained by the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method for the solution of the 

Poisson problem are shown in Table 4.  
 
Table 4. Accuracy of the weighted least squares B-spline collocation method for the Poisson problem with 

Dirichlet and Neumann BCs 

Arrangement of collocation points Number of collocation points Error (En ) 

Regular 

6x6 9.4114E-3 

11x11 2.7594E-6 

22x22 1.9389E-8 

24x24 1.7318E-11 

Irregular 488 4.2148E-7 

 

4.5. Approximation order and convergence studies 
There is great flexibility when working with B-spline in particular with respect to its approximation order as 
shown by the Cox-de Boor recursive formula i.e. Eqs. (9) and (10).  From the numerical examples considered in 
the present study, it was found that the B-spline approximation of ≥ 10th is suitable to use with. It is important to 
note, however, that the use of B-spline with much higher order could introduce the further computational cost. To 
further describe the accuracies obtained by the present approach, the corresponding convergence analysis is also 
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presented. Figs. 10 and 11 depict the convergence rates of the present approach for the Poisson problems in 
complex domain-II and square domain, respectively. It is clear that the present approach has high convergence 
rates for the Poisson problems with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions along with regular and irregular 
points/nodes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. The convergence rate for the Poisson problem in complex domain-II. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. The convergence rate for the Poisson problem with Dirichlet and Neuman boundary conditions in square 
domain of regular nodes. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a weighted least squares B-spline collocation method has been introduced for solving Poisson 
problems. It requires free-integration over the problem domain and introduces no difficulties in the imposition of 
both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. It also possesses high convergence rates for both the Poisson 
problems. It is hence applicable and suitable for arbitrary domain applications. Further research is needed to 
improve and extend its applications in various problems. 
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